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Abstract 
 

In this report we describe simulation of the surface current density on a PEC cylinder 
and the diffracted field for a line source above a finite PEC ground plane as a means 
to verify the Nero2D program. The results are compared with the exact solution and 
give acceptable errors. A terrain model for a communication link is studied in the 
report and we simulate the wave propagation for terrain with irregular shapes and 
different materials. The Nero2D program is based on the fast multipole method 
(FMM) to reduce computation time and memory. Gaussian sources are also studied to 
make the terrain model more realistic.  
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1.1 Introduction 
 
Wave propagation is important in the context of telecommunications where one typically has 
a transmitting antenna that sends a signal through a radio channel with properties that are 
determined by the terrain between the transmitting and the receiving antenna [1,2,3]. 
Approximate high frequency methods have been used to estimate the strength of the received 
signal [4]. In order to verify the accuracy of these methods, full-wave simulations have also 
been done [5].  
For high frequencies and long distances the solution of integral equations requires a large 
number of basis functions [6]. This difficulty is handled by means of the FMM method that 
dramatically reduces memory space and computing time [7,8]. The iterative solution of linear 
systems is dependent on the conditioning of the system [9]. 
The modelling of the terrain profile can be done in various ways [10,11] where hybrid 
methods could involve physical optics [12]. A problem is to reduce the three-dimensional 
problem to a two-dimensional problem by modelling the field from the transmitting antenna 
properly [13]. The freeware Nero2D is available on the web [14]. 
 
The next Section 1.2 introduces to the program Nero2D and the accompanying graphics tool.  
We do not know the exact solution for wave propagation in terrain, so we have to test Nero2D 
for simple cases to see how well it works. In Section 2 we test the Nero2D solutions for the 
surface current on a perfect electric conductor (PEC). A cylinder surface is illuminated with 
plane waves with TM or TE polarization and varying frequencies and radii of observation. 
The error in the surface current, computed by means of Nero2D, was compared with the exact 
series solutions. 
 
In Section 3 we test a line source above a finite PEC ground plane, to see how well Nero2D 
calculates the field on a line. For comparison with the simulation, the exact field on the line is 
obtained by combining the direct field with the mirror field. The diffraction effect at the edge 
of the ground plane is also observed by placing the observation line close to the edge. 
 
After testing the accuracy of Nero2D for a cylinder surface and a finite PEC ground, we are 
ready to simulate wave propagation in terrain in Section 4. This section deals with the 
propagation of transmitted waves in terrain and shows how these waves are scattered and 
diffracted by this terrain. Irregular shapes and different materials of the terrain are tested to 
observe the effect of the geometry on the received signal strength. The results show that there 
is no change in the results when splitting the terrain into two parts. We also change the 
dielectric constant to see how the penetration into the ground varies with the dielectric 
constant of the terrain. 
 
In Section 4.2 we also simulate the scattered field for a Gaussian beam source above a PEC 
ground plane. Simulation of a varying direction of the Gaussian beam is also made. 
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1.2 Nero2D and its Graphics tool 
 
The Nero2d software is written in c++ but two or more Fortran-77 libraries are used 
internally. It’s used to simulate electromagnetic scattering problems involving extremely large 
dielectric or perfectly conducting objects. Nero2D uses the graphics tool wxGBtool (wx 
Widgets Geometry Building tool) to specify the geometry of the tested objects. We can 
specify an arbitrary shape of the object. Also we can specify the excitation as plane wave, 
point source or Gaussian beam. The frequency and polarization of the incident field can be 
changed. For example, we can chose TM or TE polarization or both in the graphics tool. This 
version of Nero2D supports only the TM polarization for point source and Gaussian beam 
excitation. This tool also specifies the outputs from the Nero2D solver. There are four types of 
outputs. In this report we used just three types. Each output type contains many parameters: 
 
1. Line output 
      point1: starting point of the line (x;y). 
      point2: end point of the line (x;y). 
     Number of output points along this line. 
2. Circle output 
     Centre of the circle (x;y). 
     Radius of the circle (R). 
     Number of  points on the circle. 
3. Bitmap output 
      Lower left point of the bitmap (x;y). 
      Upper right point of the bitmap (x;y) 
      Resolution X: number of equidistant points along the x-direction. 
 
For these outputs Nero2D can compute the electric and magnetic field components at a given 
point (x,y) on a line, circle or a rectangle of points which can be used to create a bitmap. 
Nero2D computes these components for the TE and TM polarizations by using a very 
powerful technique called Multilevel Fast Multipole Method (MLFMA) in combination with 
an iterative solver. With MLFMA, Nero2D can solve integral equations involving 300,000 
unknowns in approximately 5 hours on a standard PC. Appendix B describes this method 
briefly, for more details see [8]. 
 
Before the Nero2D calculations, one creates two files in wxGBtool. The first one is the input 
geometry file (.igf) which contains the geometrical layout of the scene or the tested objects, 
the illumination and the required output. The bitmap file created by wxGBtool has the 
extension (.bdf).  
We simulate terrain with the assistance of the Pol program (see Appendix C). This program 
generates any shape we want for the terrain by simply changing the control points and the 
number of hills. It writes the output data which represents the shape of the terrain in two files. 
The first one is for wxGBtool, so that we can study this terrain and do calculation with 
Nero2D. This file is called (poly.pol). The second file is called (poly.dat) and contains the 
same data but with the extension (.dat) and has a suitable format for plotting in Mathematica. 
We have to use a program to convert the data to a format that Mathematica can read. This 
program is called Con (see Appendix B), and is written in FORTRAN. 
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2.  Surface current on a PEC cylinder 
 
As a first test case one could investigate how well NERO approximates the surface current on a 
cylinder illuminated by a plane wave. There are series solutions for the TM and TE 
polarizations  ( , a= 1), kax =
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A series solution is used for comparison with the approximate integral equations solution as 
we will see. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.1: Geometry and notation for the scattering problem. 
 

These results relate to the physics convention with . In order to compute the 
corresponding results with NERO one calculates the H-field close to the surface and obtains 
the current from, 

tie ω−

 
      .                                                                                                                   (2.3) HnK

rr
×= ˆ

 
In cylindrical geometry one has, 
 
    Kz = η(−sinθHx + cosθHy )    ,                                                                                      (2.4) 
 
      .                                                                                                                 (2.5) zHK −=θ

 
Now NERO is based on the EE-convention . From the integral equations for the current 
[2] one finds that the two solutions relate as, 

tie ω

 
     ,                                                                                                                    (2.6) *

zz KK ⇔
    ,                                                                                                                 (2.7) *

θθ KK −⇔
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A problem is that, in order to get the proper current, the H-field must be computed close 
to the surface. One must not go too close to the surface, however, due to the way the basis 
functions of Nero2D are defined on the surface of the cylinder. The accuracy of the surface 
current also depends on the polarization and this may also relate to the implementation of the 
basis functions. The TE polarization yields a more accurate result. 
 
In Figures 2.2 and 2.3 the surface currents on a cylinder with unit radius, corresponding to the 
TM and the TE polarizations, are shown. θ   is an angle relating to the centre of the shadow 
region for an incident plane wave.  
 
                        

     
     Fig. 2.2: zK  for a PEC cylinder, TM, f=1 GHz.           Fig. 2.3: θK  for a PEC cylinder, TE, f= 1 GHz. 

 
 
 
The accuracy of the computed currents depend on the number of basis functions per 

wavelength.The error relative to the series solutions in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are shown in 
Figure 2.4. One notes that the TE polarization is more accurate.  For a given frequency of the 
incident wave, the radius of observation is an important parameter to determane the accuracy 
as we will see later. The accuracy is proportional to the number of basis function per wave- 
length. 
The typical value for the segment length is 0.1, which means that the segment length is λ1.0 . 
There are then 10 basis functions, or unknowns, to one wavelength. Reducing 
SEGMENT_LENGTH gives higher accuracy. When the frequency is increased the number of 
wavelengths increases but if SEGMENT_LENGTH is the same the number of basis functions 
per wavelength is the same. 
                                                       

                       
                      Fig. 2.4: The error  Kz − Kzs

 in solid line, and 
sKK θθ −  in dashed line, f=1 GHz. 
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We did many tests on a PEC cylinder for TM and TE plane wave incidence, a range of 
frequencies, and radii of observation. We observed the effect of changing the radius of 
observation in the difference between the exact solution and the Nero2D calculations (the 
error).  
 
Figures (2.5 -2.6) show the surface current density on a PEC cylinder for (TM) plan wave 
excitation for different radii of observation. Figures (2.5a, 2.5b) show the typical test for TM 
at the frequency 1GHz and 10 GHz, with the radius of observation R= 1.01. If the test takes 
place closer to the surface, R=1.001, the surface current distribution becomes irregular as 
shown in Figures (2.6a) and (2.6b). For TM the results are accurate if the test takes place not 
too close to the surface, and not too far from the surface. The optimal distance depends on 
frequency. 
 
 
 

                
             
   
 
 

                 

zKFig. 2.5a:  for a PEC cylinder , TM, Fig. 2.5b: The error , TM, solid line for
zsz KK −

         solid line for f= 1GHz, dashed line                  f= 1 GHz, dashed line for f=10 GHz. 
                   for f=10 GHz, R=1.01.          

              
   
           
               

zK Fig. 2.6a:  for a PEC cylinder, TM, , TM, solid line for Fig. 2.6b: The error 
zsz KK −

        solid line for f= 1GHz, dashed line                f= 1 GHz, dashed line for f=10 GHz.                     for  f=10 GHz, R=1.001.          
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Figures (2.7 – 2.8) show the distribution of the surface current density and the errors for TE 
plane wave excitation. The test takes place at 1 GHz with the radius of observation R= 1.01, 
as shown in Figure 2.7. If we increase the frequency to 10 GHz, and R is still 1.01, the 
distribution of surface current becomes irregular and the errors between the series solution 
and Nero2D are very large. The test is also done for R=1.001 as shown in Figure (2.8a, 2.8b). 
If we increase the frequency to 10 GHz with R=1.001 then the error becomes more irregular. 
We can get more accurate results for TE, especially when the test is done closer to the surface. 
 
 

             
                    
                                          
              
 

                  

, TE, solid line    θKFig. 2.7a:  for a PEC cylinder, TE, Fig. 2.7b: The error 
sKK θθ −

          solid line for f= 1GHz, dashed line               for f= 1GHz, dashed line for f=10 GHz. 
                   for  f=10 GHz, R=1.01.        

                 
                         
 
  

, TE, solid line for  θK Fig. 2.8b: The error Fig. 2.8a:  for a PEC cylinder TE, 
sKK θθ −

         solid line for f= 1GHz, dashed line                  f= 1GHz, dashed line for f=10 GHz. 
                   for f=10 GHz, R=1.001.        
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3.  Line source above a ground plane 
 
 

 
                                                                          

 
                      Fig. 3.1: A line source at ,  above a finite ground plane PEC.  sx sy

                             A mirror source is indicated in grey. The field is observed at , . 0x 0y
 
 
 
The vector potential for a unit line source is: 
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This relates to Eq. 3-14 in [1]. The general relation, 
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([1], Appendix VII-12, V-19) applied in cylindrical coordinates yields, 
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which corresponds to Ampere’s law with unit current. From Maxwell’s equation one has, 
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This is the electric field from a unit current along the z- axis. This field could be combined 
with the field from a mirror line source in order to account for the ground plane, and hence 
provide an exact solution. This could be used to investigate a finite PEC ground plane.  
Nero2D gives acceptable results for a line source above a finite PEC ground plane, but the 
error between the computed solution and the exact solution for the electric field increases at 
the edges. If the output vertical line starts away from the edge, the error at the surface is small.  
In this first test case, with the output vertical line starting 20 meters before the edge, (480,0) 
see Figure 3.1, there is a very little edge diffraction, as shown in Figure 3.2. 
 

    
 

  
                         Fig. 3.2: The error between the exact solution and the Nero2D as a solution function of the    
                 distance l along  an observation line; f= 0.1 GHz, polarization TM. A point source is located at (5,150)   
                                                                and the line output lies between (480,0) - (480,200). 

 
 

 
With the line of observation beginning at the edge (500, 0), and extending to (500,200), we 
can see the effect of diffraction very clearly in Figure 3.3. 
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                                  Fig. 3.3: The error between the exact solution and the Nero2D result at f= 0.1GHz. 

                     A point source is located at (5,150) and the line output between (500,0) - (500,200) is shown.            
               

 
 
The conclusion is that when the line of observation is not near the edge, the effect of edge 
diffraction is small as shown in Figure 3.2. To get good agreement on the observation line we 
have to place the line at least 20 meters before the edge of the finite PEC ground plane. Also 
the finite PEC ground plane verifies that Nero2D works well for finite geometries. After 
testing Nero2D for simple cases (PEC cylinder and source above PEC ground plane), one can 
trust Nero2D for more complex simulations like propagation in terrain.   
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4.1 A 2D terrain model 
 
The role of the terrain is very important in the design and evaluation of ground-to-ground and 
ground-to-air communication links as well as to low altitude radar. An accurate and reliable  
knowledge of the terrain features can help determining the area of coverage and the potential 
sources of interference to a link [4]. The GTD method is commonly used for terrain 
modelling. Also it can be extended to model wide band communication links and three 
dimensional terrain effects. The input parameters relate to a piecewise linear two-dimensional 
terrain profile. 
 
1- Location of the transmitting antenna ( . ss yx , )
2- Location of the receiving antenna ( . oo yx , )
3- Frequency. 
4- Distance. 
5- Electrical parameters of the ground. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.1: Terrain model for a communication link. 
 

 
As we mentioned in Section 1.2, the Pol program is used to generate the above terrain. The 
Pol program can produce any shapes or number of hills by just changing the control points 
and shapes of the hills. See Appendix C. If the receiving antenna is at a distance of 500 meters 
from the source, i.e. at the edge in Figure 4.1, then there is an error in calculating the current 
on the observation line, see Section 3. We observe the incident and scattered field for terrains 
with materials like dry concrete and snow.  
The bitmap image in Figure 4.2 shows the diffraction effect at the hill peaks for TM 
polarization. There are shadow regions behind the hills. The relative dielectric constant rε  is 
complex according to the following formula: 
 
          rrr jεεε ′′−′=  ,                                                                                                             (4.1) 
 
where rε ′  is the relative permittivity, and rε ′′  is the lossy part given by, 
 

     ′ ′ ε r =
σ

ωε0

,                                                                                                                          (4.2) 

    tyconductivi=σ , 
    ω =angular  frequency. 
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According to Eq. 4.1 there is a lossy part that relates to damping of the field. If the imaginary 
part is large then the loss will be high. Thus the dielectric constant of the ground is an 
important parameter to determine the telecommunication link efficiency. 
The geometry of the terrain also affects the diffracted field. A typical shape for terrain peaks 
can be modelled as Gaussian or half sine. In reality the shape of the terrain is irregular. To get 
a more adequate model we can change the shape of the terrain by simply changing the control 
points in the Pol program.   
 
From studying the field at the receiver antenna, one can chose the best position for the 
antenna and get maximum received power. We can also change the dielectric constant for the 
terrain and observe the fields for varying types of terrain as shown in the figure below. 
 
 
 

 
 

                     Fig. 4.2: Bitmap output for TM polarization (  ); f= 0.1 GHz, l= 250 m, dry concrete, zE

 typically . 3.04 jr −=ε

                                             
 
For TE polarization, Figure 4.3 shows the magnetic field ( ), f= 0.1 GHz, for propagation 
over terrain corresponding to dry concrete. 

zH

 
 

 
 

                     Fig. 4.3: Bitmap output for TE polarization (  ); f= 0.1 GHz, l= 250 m, dry concrete,  zH

typically . 3.04 jr −=ε
 
 

We can see that if the losses are small, the penetration is large, and vice versa. To see the 
effect of a gap in the terrain, we did the following four tests on a terrain excited by point 
source at (-1, 60) with TM polarization and f= 0.1 GHz: 
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                                Fig. 4.4: Output bitmap of the field strength for a point source at (-1,60), TM, f= 0.1 
                                                GHz, on a terrain with hills at x= 125 and x= 375. The length of the terrain is   
                                                                               500 m and . 1.0j2r −=ε
 
 

 
 

                    Fig. 4.5: The same terrain is divided into two parts at x= 250 m with a 1 m separation. 
                                                         The length of the terrain is  500 m and . 1.0j2r −=ε
                                                                               . 
   

 
   

                        Fig. 4.6: Result for a terrain with the same parameters, when the separation equals 10 m. 
 
Finally a separation of 20 meters also produces the same results. 
 
       

 
 
                                               Fig. 4.7: The result when the separation is 20 m. 
 
 
From Figures (4.4-4.7) we see that there is little variation in the results produced by Nero2D. 
We increased the separation (the gap) to10 and 20 instead of 1m and got the same results 
except at the separation edges because of the diffraction effect. 
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4.2 Gaussian beam scattering from a PEC surface ground plane  
 
Most of the sources used for communications have an approximately Gaussian shape, so in 
order to make the simulation more realistic and complete, one may use Gaussian beams. 
Let us first describe the Gaussian beam. Gaussian beams remain Gaussian when propagating 
through free space, except that the beam radius will increase. The expression for the electric 
Gaussian field propagating in the z direction is, 
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where 0E  is the peak amplitude, and  is the beam radius at the beam waist ( ). 0w 0=z

  =RZ
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    is the Raleigh length  

   is the radius of curvature of the wave front )(zR
 
As we can see in Eq.4.3 the beam radius  depends on the z value,  )(zw
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0 )(1)(
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zwzw +=      ,   .                                                                             (4.4) 0)( wzw >

The radius of curvature also increases when the Gaussian beam propagates in the z direction 
according to the following expression: 
 

    ⎥⎦
⎤

⎢⎣
⎡ += 2)(1)(

z
zzzR R  .                                                                                                       (4.5) 

 
As seen from the above equation, when z=0, the radius of curvature R tends to ∞  which 
means that the wave front is plane at that position. Also, when z very large, the radius of 
curvature is very large and we get a plane wave. We can see this in Figure 4.8.  
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                           (a)                                             

(a)                 (b) 
 

                      Fig. 4.8:  Field from a gaussian source incident on a plane PEC surface; (a) (0,30) in direction 0; 

 

ero2D supports Gaussian beam excitation. The parameters that determine the Gaussian 

 waist,  2-Position of waist,  3-Direction,  4-Intensity,  5-Order. 
 beam incident on 

                                 (b)  
 

  

(b) (0,30) in direction 10. 

 
N
beam are: 
1-Width at
Figures 4.9 a, b show the effect of increasing the waist width for a Gaussian
a plane PEC surface. 
 
 

 
 
                                        (a)                                                                                   (b)  

in direction 0, 

 

hese simple cases give some indication on how to design telecommunication links. 

 
                      Fig. 4.9:  Field from a gaussian source incident on a plane PEC surface; (a) (0,30) 

width at waist is 2; (b) (10,30) in direction 0, width at waist is 3. 

 
T
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Conclusions 

egarding tests the TE cylinder test gives a surface current density that is closer to the series 

inally, for network planning one typically has a data base for the terrain shape and the 

uture work 

ork on the modelling of the transmission antenna, by means of a Gaussian beam, could be 

 
R
solution than does the TM case. For the line source above the finite PEC ground plane, the 
test shows that diffraction near the edge cannot be disregarded completely. These tests verify 
that the numerical calculation is accurate compared with the exact solution. Thus one can trust 
the code Nero2D for problems which cannot be tested. For wave propagation in terrain we got 
output bitmap images for the electric field strength in the terrain. We observed the effect of 
changing the geometry and the material of the ground. We also concluded that there is no 
effect on the electric field from a gap between two terrains, except for a small area near the 
edge.  A Gaussian source is also used to model the excitation and we observed the effect of 
changing the direction and the waist width of the Gaussian beam. 
 
F
electrical parameters of the ground. We can predict the signal strength for any terrain in such 
a data base. This report can be seen as a verification and preparation for this network 
planning.  
 
 
F
 
W
done in order to produce a more realistic simulation. The signal strength for real cases, based 
on a terrain data base, could be computed and compared to measured data. One could also 
compare the 2D-simulations obtained with Nero2D to 3D simulations. 
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Appendix A The FMM method 

 many two dimensional scattering problems one reduces the scalar Helmholtz equation to an 

n time and the memory, 
ho

he FMM can be summarized as follows: 

• The nodes are stored in a tree structure based on spatial position. 

t interactions are identified. 

 we have n points (nodes), then the total number of interactions will reduce to O(n log n). 

1. Creation of the tree.  
te the moment for every cell) 

his method can solve large scale electromagnetic wave propagation problems with up to one 

ppendix B The FORTRAN program con 

rogram con 

ter 

s2,th,Pi,c,f,x,xs,ys,xo,yo 

zser,Ktser,E_line,E_l 

    open(1,file='line0_in.bdf') 
      open(2,file='line0_sc.bdf') 

 
In
integral equation of the second kind. That integral equation is treated by means of various 
numerical techniques. One of them, the method of moments, can be used to discretize the 
integral equation, leading to a system of linear algebraic equations that can be solved by 
Gaussian elimination or iterative methods. The conditioning of the matrix in a linear system 
determines the convergence and accuracy of the numerical solution. 
This system needs O( 2n ) operations. In order to reduce the executio
the fast multipole met d (FMM) can be used to reduce the operations count to O(n log n) 
where n is the number of unknowns. Coupled with advances in iterative methods for the 
solution of linear systems, the FMM method is very effective. 
 
T
 

• A number of points are stored in cells 
• Cell to cell interactions and cell to poin

 
If
The FMM algorithm involves the four steps: 
 

2. Upward pass. (calcula
3. Downward pass. (use the direct matrix product) 
4. Evaluation of the integral inside each cell. 

  
 
T
million unknowns on a personal computer. For large problems like wave propagation in 
terrain, the gain in efficiency and memory can be very significant.  
 
 
A
 
---------------------------------------------------------------- c

       
      p
      logical TM,Line,FirstK,Source,Gauss  
      integer i,i_max,j,points,Nunknown,Ni
      parameter(i_max= 10000) 
      real*8 L,li,neta,Fi1,Fi2,Fs1,F
      real*8 r_out,p1x,p1y,p2x,p2y,seg_length,time,k 
      parameter(Pi=3.141592653589793D0) 
      complex*16 Fc(6,i_max),Kz,Kt,Kzs,Kts,K
      external Kzser,Ktser,E_line 
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      open(3,file='circle0_in.bdf') 
 

 
 
    

') 
t') 

           !free space impedance 
    c= 2.99792458d8                            !speed of light 

ambda= 2*pi*f/c 

 then 

 
rce 

s 
),'ys=',sngl(ys) 

 

,*)'Plane wave'  
 

             !Line 
,*)' ' 

      open(4,file='circle0_sc.bdf')
      open(10,file='Ex.dat') 
      open(11,file='Ey.dat') 
      open(12,file='Ez.dat') 
      open(13,file='Hx.dat') 
      open(14,file='Hy.dat') 
      open(15,file='Hz.dat') 
      open(16,file='AE.dat') 
      open(17,file='K.dat') 
      open(18,file='E.dat') 
      open(20,file='Kz.dat') 
      open(21,file='Kt.dat') 
      open(22, file='Kzs.dat')
      open(23, file='Kts.dat') 
      open(24, file='DKz.dat') 
      open(25, file='DKt.dat') 
      open(26, file='freq.dat') 
      open(27, file='E_line.dat
      open(28, file='DE_line.da
 
      neta= 376.7303                  
  
      read(26,*)f                                ! f < 1000 GHz 
      write(6,*)'f=',sngl(f) 
      x= 2*pi*f/c                                !x= k*a= 2*pi/l
      k= x 
      read(26,*)TM                               !TM                
      if(TM)
         write(6,*)'Polarization TM, Current Kz' 
      else 
         write(6,*)'Polarization TE, Current Kt' 
      endif
      read(26,*)Source                           !Sou
      if(Source) then 
         write(6,*)'Point source' 
         read(26,*)xs,y
         write(6,*)'   xs=',sngl(xs
         read(26,*)Gauss
         if(Gauss) then 
            write(6,*)'   Gaussian beam' 
         endif 
      else 
         write(6
      endif
      read(26,*)Line                
      write(6
      if(Line) then 
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         write(6,*)'Line output' 

 
 

            !points 
,*)'   Number of output field points=',points 

       read(26,*) p1x,p1y,p2x,p2y              !line endpoints 
2x-p1x)**2 + (p2y-p1y)**2) 

   

te(6,*)'   Radius of output circle r_out=',sngl(r_out) 

6,*)Nunknown             
mber of basis functions=',Nunknown 

n 
,*,end= 1)Fi1,Fi2           !read til end of file 

nd= 1)Fs1,Fs2  

d(4,*,end= 1)Fs1,Fs2 

mplx(Fs1,Fs2) 

,*)Fc(2,i)                     !Ey  

*)' ' 

 then 
       firstK=.TRUE. 

irstK) 
,firstK) 

      else 
         write(6,*)'Circle output'
      endif
      read(26,*)points               
      write(6
 
      if(Line)then 
  
         L= dsqrt((p
         write(6,*)'   Length of output line L=',sngl(L)             
      else 
         read(26,*)r_out                         
         wri
      endif 
      write(6,*)' ' 
      read(2
      write(6,*)'Nu
      read(26,*)Niter                    
      write(6,*)'Number of iterations=',Niter 
      read(26,*)time                   
      write(6,*)'time=',sngl(time) 
      do i=1,i_max 
         do j= 1,6 
            if(Line)the
               read(1
               read(2,*,e
            else 
               read(3,*,end= 1)Fi1,Fi2 
               rea
            endif              
            Fc(j,i)= dcmplx(Fi1,Fi2)+ dc
         enddo 
         write(10,*)Fc(1,i)                     !Ex 
         write(11
         write(12,*)Fc(3,i) 
         write(13,*)Fc(4,i)                     !Hx 
         write(14,*)Fc(5,i) 
         write(15,*)Fc(6,i)  
      enddo 
 1    continue 
      write(6,
 
      if(.NOT.Line)
  
         Kzs= Kzser(x,th,f
         Kts= Ktser(x,th
         firstK=.FALSE. 
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         write(6,*)'Magnitude in K.dat' 
t: Kz.dat, Kt.dat' 

t.dat' 

te(6,*)'Complex field in E.dat' 

*(i-1)/dfloat(points-1) 
)/dfloat(points) 

,*)li,abs(Fc(3,i))                  !|Ez|, AE.dat 
i,Fc(3,i)                       ! Ez,   E.dat 

) 
                 !Physics-EE convent. 

             !|Ez_|, E_line.dat 

                    !Physics-EE convent. 
t 

s) 

) then 
rite(16,*)li,1/neta*abs(Fc(2,i))          !|Ey|, AE.dat 

i,1/neta*Fc(2,i)               ! Ey,   E.dat 

 -conjg(Kt)                             !Physics-EE convent. 
,abs(Kt)                      !|Kt|, K.dat 

s) 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

         write(6,*)'Outpu
         write(6,*)'Output: DKz.dat, DK
      else 
         write(6,*)'Magnitude in AE.dat' 
         wri
      endif 
      do i=1,points 
         li= L
         th= 2*Pi*(i-1
         if(TM) then 
            if(Line) then 
               write(16
               write(18,*)l
               xo= p1x+li/L*(p2x-p1x) 
               yo= p1y+li/L*(p2y-p1y) 
               E_l= E_line(xs,ys,xo,yo,k
               Fc(3,i)= conjg(Fc(3,i))    
               write(27,*)li,abs(E_l)         
               write(28,*)li,abs(E_l-Fc(3,i))              ! DE_line.dat 
            else 
               Kz= neta*(-dsin(th)*Fc(4,i)+ dcos(th)*Fc(5,i)) 
               Kz= conjg(Kz)           
               write(17,*)th,Abs(Kz)                       !|Kz|, K.da
               write(20,*)th,Kz                            ! Kz 
               Kzs= Kzser(x,th,firstK) 
               write(22,*)th,abs(Kzs) 
               write(24,*)th,abs(Kz-Kz
            endif 
         else 
            if(Line
               w
               write(18,*)l
            else 
               Kt= -Fc(6,i) 
               Kt=
               write(17,*)th
               write(21,*)th,Kt                           ! Kt 
               Kts= Ktser(x,th,firstK) 
               write(23,*)th,abs(Kts) 
               write(25,*)th,abs(Kt-Kt
            endif 
         endif 
      enddo 
      stop 
      end 
 
c----------
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      function E_line(xs,ys,xo,yo,k) 
      integer mx,m_max 

v(0:m_max),hpv(0:m_max),Hp,Hm 
sig,neta 

p= sqrt((xo-xs)**2+(yo-ys)**2) 
**2+(yo+ys)**2) 

ax too small?' 

*k/4.d0*(Hp + sig*Hm) 

ppendix C The FORTRAN program pol 

---------- 
    program pol 

start,x_stop,thick,sum,alfa(10),beta(10) 

at') 
    open(2,file='poly.pol') 

5) stop 'points too small' 
tart=',sngl(x_start) 

 coefficient 

 800. 
(250.,-20.0); alfa(2)= 1.0 ; beta(2)= 1000. 

      parameter(m_max= 1000) 
      complex*16 E_line,h
      real*8 xs,ys,xo,yo,Rp,Rm,k,
       
      neta= 376.7303 
      R
      Rm= sqrt((xo-xs)
      mx= min(int(Rm)+ 150,m_max) 
      if(mx .GE. m_max) stop 'E_line: m_m
      call HANA(mx,k*Rp,mx,hv,hpv) 
      Hp= hv(0) 
      call HANA(mx,k*Rm,mx,hv,hpv) 
      Hm= hv(0) 
      sig= -1 
      E_line= neta
      return 
      end 
 
 
A
 
c----------------------------------------------------------
  
      integer i,j,points,N 
      real*8 xi,yi,x_
      complex*16 z(10) 
 
      open(1,file='poly.d
  
      x_start= 0.d0 
      x_stop= 500.d0 
      thick= -1.d0 
      points= 200 
      if(points .LT. 
      write(6,*)'x_s
      write(6,*)'x_stop=', sngl(x_stop) 
      write(6,*)'thick=',  sngl(thick) 
      write(6,*)'points=', points 
c Define hills, pole point, exponent,
      N= 4 
      z(1)= (100.,-20.0); alfa(1)= 1.0 ; beta(1)=
      z(2)= 
      z(3)= (400.,-30.0); alfa(3)= 1.0 ; beta(3)= 700. 
      z(4)= (450.,-30.0); alfa(4)= 1.0 ; beta(4)= 700. 
c Write polygon to files 
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p),' ; ',sngl(thick) 

dfloat(points-4) 

+ beta(j)/abs(xi-z(j))**alfa(j) 

*)sngl(xi),      sngl(yi) 
sngl(xi),' ; ',sngl(yi) 

hick) 
*)sngl(x_start),' ; ',sngl(thick) 

 
 poly.pol for wxGBTool' 

------------------------------------------------------------ 

      write(1,*)sngl(x_stop),      sngl(thick)  
      write(2,*)sngl(x_sto
      do i=points-3,1,-1 
         xi= x_start+ (x_stop- x_start)*(i-1)/
         sum= 0.d0 
         do j=1,N 
            sum= sum
         enddo 
         yi= sum 
         write(1,
         write(2,*)
      enddo 
      write(1,*)sngl(x_start),      sngl(t
      write(2,
      write(1,*)sngl(x_stop),       sngl(thick) 
      write(2,*)sngl(x_stop),' ; ', sngl(thick) 
      write(6,*)' ' 
      write(6,*)'file poly.dat for Mathematica'
      write(6,*)'file
      stop 
       end 
 
c----------
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